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Abs tract

Two of the major challenges facing business in its dealings with respect to environmental

issues are internalization and operationalization. Appropriate internalization is needed to

ensure that the company's responses to environmental issues are consistent with its responses

to other issues and with its long-term goals. To each environmental issue, different levels of

response are possible; in this paper we suggest a framework which, without providing any ready

answers, may aid managers in structuring these responses. However, internalization only refers

to intentions, and, as such, is not sufficient. To be effective, environmental intentions need to be

operationalized, to become integrated into a firm's daily operations. Again without providing

any specific guidelines, we suggest that operationalization of environmental programs can be

facilitated by exploring and exploiting analogies with existing and proven programs already in

place in many firms.

To appear in the California Management Review.



The Green Fee
(Internalizing and operationalizing environmental issues)

Charles J. Corbett	 Luk N. Van Wassenhove

The importance of environmental issues to business is increasingly recognized, as looking through

recent issues of any business magazine will show. The range of environmental issues confronting

managers is extremely broad, and their impacts potentially huge. Because of their complexity and

the speed with which environmental issues often evolve, no firm can afford to treat them in an ad

hoc fashion. To ensure that a firm's responses are in its long-term interests, it needs a carefully

developed approach to dealing with existing and arising environmental challenges. It needs to

internalize environmental issues in a way that is efficient and consistent with its long-term goals.

The first part of this paper suggests a framework to aid managers in addressing the internalization

of environmental issues.

Internalization alone, of course, is not enough: any environmental intentions eventually need to

be operationalized before they have any effect. Here lies another big challenge, as the mix of tech-

nical, ethical, social, and competitive aspects of environmental issues can make them singularly

hard to deal with. However, environmental programs need not always be the radical departures

from existing practice that they are sometimes thought to be. There are some analogies between

environmental programs and existing successful concepts in (operations) management; by explor-

ing these analogies and exploiting any existing synergies, operationalizing these environmental

programs can prove less daunting than may seem at first sight, allowing faster and more effective

implementation.

We are greatly indebted to two anonymous referees of the California Management Review, whose comments have

led to substantial improvements in this paper.
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Internalizing environmental issues

Whenever a firm is confronted with an environmental issue, it can treat it in several ways, among

others as a threat or an opportunity, as a responsibility or an irrelevant side issue, etc. For us,

internalization of environmental issues means that whenever an environmental issue crops up,

the firm "knows instinctively" how to deal with it. To suggest how this internalization can be

supported, we adapt a framework for corporate social performance proposed by Wood. 1 For the

purpose of this paper, we restrict it to corporate environmental performance. The issue at stake is

how to ensure that the firm, when confronted with any environmental issue, will "by default" pick

the response that leads to the outcome of corporate environmental behavior that best fits its long-

term goals and responds most appropriately to internal and external constraints. Outcomes of

corporate environmental behavior result from the generic way in which a firm treats environmental

issues, that is the way the firm monitors and assesses environmental issues, the way it deals with

different stakeholders, and the programs and policies it finally decides to implement. These three

together form the processes of corporate environmental responsiveness.

Precisely how these processes work will depend on the specific environmental issue concerned and

on the motivation driving the firm to do anything at all. Wood's framework distinguishes three

different principles of corporate environmental responsibility, each providing their own motivation

to act. The following description draws heavily on Wood 2 and includes several quotations from

her work. At the institutional level, social legitimacy is the main driving force, e.g. providing

jobs, creating shareholder wealth, complying with legislation, etc. This level concerns "expecta-

tions placed on all businesses because of their roles as economic institutions," regardless of their

specific activities. The focus of the principle of legitimacy is on "[o]bligations and sanctions." At

the organizational level, public responsibility is the primary driving force, related to the "expec-

tations placed on particular firms because of what they are and what they do." Here, the focus

is on "[b]ehavioral parameters for organizations." Finally, at the individual level it is managerial

discretion that determines how firms act. Within the boundaries set by the institutional and or-

ganizational levels of responsibility, individual managers still face many choices. As they too are

moral actors, they are expected to use the discretion available to them "toward socially respon-

sible outcomes." The focus of the principle of managerial discretion is on "[c]hoice, opportunity,

personal responsibility." The framework is graphically represented in Figure 1.
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FIGURE 1 ABOUT HERE.

Of course, there are no sharp distinctions between the three levels, but whenever a firm takes

any environmental actions, it must have been motivated by some combination of these principles

of corporate environmental responsibility. Which principle dominates will depend on the specific

environmental issue at hand, the firm's strategy, its structure, its culture, the people working

for it, the amount of discretion managers have, etc. Different environmental issues can evoke

reactions driven by different levels of responsibility, even within the same firm and from the same

managers. If the response pattern is not consistent with the firm's long-term goals, it may end up

overreacting to some issues and wasting its resources, and underreacting to others, threatening

the effectiveness of the rest of its responses. Particularly with environmental issues, mistakes can

be very costly, nullifying any efforts taken elsewhere.

A firm needs to find the right processes to internalize environmental issues in a way consistent

with its long-term interests. The appropriate processes are different for every firm, and there are

no ready answers as to which processes are appropriate under what circumstances. Therefore,

we believe that a good framework can help managers in finding the appropriate processes, by

providing a way of structuring their thoughts. How this may be done is briefly suggested at the

end of this section.

To pull the discussion out of the abstract into the real world, let's look at a number of environ-

mental issues and the outcomes that could correspond to each of the principles of environmental

responsibility. A brief summary of the issues is provided in Table 1.

Note that the following contains only examples, and is not meant to provide any normative guide-

lines. An example of a set of normative environmental guidelines is the Valdez Principles, a

voluntary code of conduct which provides a comprehensive framework for guiding and evaluating

companies with regard to their environmental responsibilities, formulated by a coalition of envi-

ronmentalists and socially minded groups, including stewards of major investment and pension

funds.3

TABLE 1 ABOUT HERE.
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Industrial accidents

Serious industrial accidents are generally widely publicized, so it is well known that the resulting

costs can be huge. Claims of over $3 bn. were faced both by Union Carbide after Bhopal, and by

Hooker due to the Love Canal affair.' Exxon has spent over $2 bn. cleaning up the Alaskan oil

spill. 5 Obtaining environmental liability insurance has, as a result, become more difficult; 6 for this

reason Shell, for instance, has stopped shipping oil to many American ports. ? Other consequences

for firms involved are the loss of public trust and damage to employee motivation.

Institutional level—This refers to meeting all local requirements. This can be a major challenge

in itself, as safety requirements are sometimes drastically tightened after the occurrence of a serious

accident, particularly under the influence of public pressure. Strictly adhering to an ill-thought

out set of rules can severely slow down operations, even to the point of making them impossible

altogether. This shows that companies have a clear interest in assisting with the development of

an effective and workable set of regulations. rather than using all the leeway provided by slack

regulations until an accident causes a. panic reaction and perhaps unnecessarily tight regulation.

Organizational level—This could mean pursuing an open disclosure policy, making sure that

the relevant authorities are aware of what is going on within the plant, and involving them in

setting up a crisis management program. For more on crisis management, see e.g. Shrivastava,8

who argues that industrial crises are not really accidents as they can be prevented, or Mitroff,

Pauchant and Shrivastava, 8 who discuss a general theory of crisis management. According to

Mahon and Kelly, 16 all but one of the serious accidents they consider displayed early warnings,

and could have been prevented. The Bhopal disaster could have been considerably less serious if

the local community had been aware of the plant's activities, and had known that lying on the

ground with a wet towel against the face was a. better thing to do than to run for it; medical

personnel would have been more effective had they known what they were up against. Safety

standards adhered to should be the local ones or those in the home country, whichever are stricter.

Individual level—By showing an unusually cooperative and open attitude, Ashland gained

public trust rather than losing it after an oil tank collapse. This was a result of, among others,

the way in which Chairman Hall used his managerial discretion: although Ashland lawyers advised

Hall not to make a public statement soon after the accident because of liability considerations, he
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decided to hold a news conference in which he apologized to the people affected and announced

the ordering of an independent investigation into the collapse.' DuPont, having made safety a

key point in all its operations, has formed a special division to sell its expertise to industrial

customers; projected revenues are $1 bn. by 2000. 12 In this case, managerial discretion led to

DuPont making use of the opportunity provided to them by their good safety record. A plant

manager actively demonstrating to his superiors that tighter safety standards are desirable and

economically and technically feasible is another possible result of managerial discretion.

Routine pollution

The rapidly increasing costs involved in reducing pollution and cleaning emissions, and the duties

to be paid on the remaining pollution, are perhaps what comes to mind first when thinking about

environmental issues in business. The costs and corresponding potential benefits are indeed huge:

the Environmental Protection Agency estimates that in 1990, more than $100 bn. was spent in

the US on pollution abatement; this is projected to double to $200 bn. by 1995. 13 Monsanto's

investment in environmental protection has doubled since 1988 to $85 mn. in 1990." At Bayer,

20% of manufacturing costs are spent on environment, the same figure as for energy or labour."

3M's Pollution Prevention Pays (PPP) program has saved them $500 mn. since it was introduced

in 1975. 16 As a less obvious example: in Germany, the costs of noise are DM 24 bn. a year.17

Insurance companies have paid out over $8.8 bn. in asbestos claims alone./ 8 Insuring against the

cost of pollution is becoming increasingly expensive. In Germany, though, such green insurance

will become compulsory in some sectors in 1993. 19 The financial risks implicit in dealing with

dirty borrowers may lead banks to charge them higher interest rates.

Figures as these do not show the complete picture, as what might have been considered an

investment in ecological protection 15 years ago will nowadays be considered a standard part of a

plant. Installing scrubbers in a smokestack is now a frequently mandatory ecological investment,

but the smokestack itself used to be one too.

Institutional level—Complying with regulations, paying duties, etc. When these regulations

are perceived as being too strict to be able to operate economically, some firms may decide to

move elsewhere. California's tough laws are given as a major reason by manufacturers leaving for
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Arkansas or Nevada. 20 A survey in the Netherlands21 reveals that tighter environmental legislation

would cause some 30% of the affected firms to seriously consider moving their manufacturing

operations abroad. This is clearly not the intention of environmental legislation, and penal import

duties on firms operating in less green countries is one possible countermeasure against such

escapism. Compliance also refers to emergency restrictions being imposed upon plant operations,

when air pollution reaches dangerously high levels, as is frequently the case in Mexico City, where

a 30% cut in activity may be ordered for more than 200 of the biggest and dirtiest factories. 22 This

obviously can wreak havoc to any production planning system and seriously hurt a firm's delivery

reliability, making the expense involved in reducing air pollution easier to justify economically

than it may seem at first sight. Cutting pollution when profitable is the least a firm should do, as

an economic agent; the success of e.g. 3M's PPP program and Dow's WRAP (Waste Reduction

Always Pays) illustrate the potential benefits. Weissman and Sekutowski 23 provide some examples

of how environmentally conscious manufacturing (ECM) can provide economic benefits.

Organizational level—This could entail providing correct price signals inside and outside the

firm.24 Often, duties on emissions are allocated to the various processes within a plant as part

of overhead costs, thereby disguising the true cost of each process and product. Introducing a

"polluter pays principle" throughout the firm, as e.g. CIBA-GEIGY has done, helps to provide the

right incentives to managers and to customers to combat the sources rather than the symptoms

of pollution. Cleaning up all one's own mess is an aspect of public responsibility: Monsanto has

pledged to cut toxic air emissions by 90% by 1992, and to then work to remove the rest; DuPont

has promised to cut toxic air emissions by 60% between 1987 and 1993.25

Individual level—Many firms, particulary smaller ones, do not have as extensive environmental

policies as some of the larger firms mentioned here. In such cases, it is left to individual managers'

initiatives how far to reduce pollution and how to do so. Even when targets are set by corporate

environmental policies, it is a matter of managerial discretion to decide how these targets are to

be met. One possibility would be to organize and supervise "green groups," by way of analogy

to quality circles, to encourage employees to find and discuss ways of reducing pollution. The

management of a hotel chain can decide to let individual customers determine how often they

want clean sheets and towels, rather than wash everything every day, and so save energy and

consume less washing powder.
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Waste disposal

Disposal of hazardous waste is rapidly becoming a highly costly affair. In 1978, hazardous waste

could be dumped in a landfill for $2.50 per ton; in 1987, costs were $200 or more per ton. Burning

it cost $50 per ton in 1978, against $200 per ton in 1987, or even $2000 for particularly nasty stuff.

Ten years ago, garbage companies charged $3 per ton to remove consumer or garden rubbish, but

nowadays that can cost $130 per ton. In fact, disposal of a product can be more costly than its

actual value: a gallon of methanol costs $0.85, but throwing it away unused costs $1.20.26

Beside the cost of disposal, transport of (hazardous) waste is being increasingly strictly regulated,

and the EC is promoting treatment of waste near to or on site of its production to reduce the

dangers involved in transport. 27 This is in conflict with the stricter demands placed on the treat-

ment processes, which would call for large, specialized treatment facilities to achieve economies of

scale. As a result of these two effects, it is becoming more attractive to concentrate production

in a small number of huge plants; a major European chemical firm admitted that these trends

could lead to plant closures and concentration of all production in only 3 plants worldwide, with 1

plant replacing the current 4 plants in Europe. To complicate matters further, manufacturers are

increasingly often being legally required to take their products and packaging back from customers

after use, to recycle or dispose of.

Institutional level—This includes ensuring that waste is disposed of properly and legally, both

for social reasons and to prevent surprises. Dealing with fly-by-night subcontractors for waste

disposal can lead to much legal unpleasantness and adverse publicity. Proper disposal is, however,

obviously becoming an expensive and costly affair.

Organizational level—This entails actively minimizing waste transport, minimizing waste pro-

duction, and disposing of what remains very carefully. The European chemical firm mentioned

above found that this can be problematic, when they submitted a proposal for a waste incinerator,

incorporating state-of-the-art technology, in 1985. After a long administrative process, the permit

for that particular design was finally granted in 1990, by which time the design was 5 years old,

leading to public complaints that the firm was using outdated technology. However, getting a

permit for the updated design would take another five years, etc...

Individual level—Even when not required by law to do so, firms can offer to take back customers'



waste as part of customer service, as e.g. ICI does. 28 In this way, firms can turn the increasing cost

of waste disposal into an opportunity for differentiation by offering an extra service to customers.

Doing this early will prove beneficial if and when it becomes law to take back customers' waste. A

number of firms have profited from the huge increase in complexity of waste disposal by offering a

range of waste disposal services. Also within their own firm, managers can set up a comprehensive

system for separate collection of waste, making recycling or disposal much easier (and possibly

cheaper). Additionally, employees could be encouraged to use these same facilities for part of

their household waste, such as paper, batteries, paint tins, etc., as this may be more convenient

for them and therefore more effective than municipal systems.

Superfund

It has been estimated that cleaning up hazardous waste sites in the USA may cost $300 bn. 29 The

US legislation known as Superfund empowers the EPA to require parties deemed responsible to

clean up those hazardous waste sites, or to do so itself with funds obtained from law suits against

those parties. Not only current owners of the site can be held responsible, but also past owners,

or any firm whose waste is found on the site. Liability is strict, i.e. negligence is not necessary for

firms to have to pay. It is also joint and several, so any one responsible party can be sued for the

total costs, leaving it to them to retrieve as much as possible from the other responsible parties.

Worse still, it is retroactive, so firms in full compliance with legislation at the time of dumping

can be held responsible now. Even banks have had to pay up when borrowers were bankrupted

by huge claims.

A more elaborate discussion of the Superfund legislation and its ramifications for business can

be found in Bloom and Scott Morton.39 According to them, Superfund may be the most costly

regulatory measure ever enforced in the US. The cost of cleaning up is now 2% of GNP in the US,

or 40% of defence spending. 31 Even if insurance firms are required to pay only 15% of cleanup

costs, it could exhaust the property-casualty industry's $100 bn. surplus. 32 In its current form, the

Superfund act is said to cost too much, and to achieve too little: recently, RAND has estimated

that no less than 88% of insurers' costs due to Superfund go towards legal fees.33

Institutional level—This includes paying up when necessary. It also means that banks and
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insurers should be careful whom they deal with, as dirty firms, whom they are already charging

more, can cause nasty surprises. Firms should audit all their sites and plants as a necessary

precaution to prevent surprises; this includes auditing candidates for mergers and takeovers.

Organizational level—Auditing a site before acquiring it is one thing; preventing polluted sites

from being sold to others, unwittingly or otherwise, is quite another. Even though this may

not be legally required, passing the buck, even when accidentally, is incompatible with public

responsibility.

Individual level—Taking the lead in cleanup of a dump site, as 3M did in Oakdale, 34 rather

than leave the organization of the cleanup effort to others and merely follow orders, can be an

act of managerial discretion (unless there is already a corporate policy to that effect in place; in

that case, choosing how to implement such a corporate policy is an act of managerial discretion).

This not only makes the authorities' job easier, but, because the firms themselves may well have

more expertise about the waste concerned, they can prevent unnecessarily costly or ineffective

treatments being applied.

The product

The issues discussed so far are primarily concerned with the production process; we now turn

to the product. A clear example of environmental forces having an impact on a product is the

phasing out of CFCs. Some firms have quit the CFC market altogether, while others have reaped

the benefits from the rise in prices caused by the forced reduction of supply. Pesticides form

another group of affected products, some of them heavily regulated, others simply banned.

General Motors alone will spend $1.3 bn. trying to comply with legislation being adopted in

California and other states, requiring that in the near future 10% of cars sold there are emission-

free.35 Auto makers in Europe will spend $7 bn. extra between 1989 and 1993 to install pollution

equipment in all new cars. 36 If environmental standards are not internationally harmonized, im-

plications for trade are large. Similarly for eco-labelling schemes, prescribing conditions which

products have to meet to qualify for an official label proclaiming them environmentally sound:

various countries are introducing their own mutually incompatible schemes.
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In some cases, the call for environmentally safer products comes from customers rather than

legislators. On introducing cleaner batteries, Varta's share of the $120 mn. British supermarket

business rose from 5% to 15%. 37 In the UK, 70% of adults are willing to pay extra for greener

products;38 in the USA 82% would pay 5% or more extra, and 27% have boycotted a product

because of the poor environmental image of the manufacturer. 39 Since consumers profess them-

selves willing to pay extra for greener products, a product's good environmental performance can

in principle be used as a marketing argument. However, such green marketing campaigns tend to

attract extra scrutiny, which may prove embarrassing. A green marketing campaign by the US

paper company Scott was claimed to be misleading, 4 ° and Procter & Gamble's introduction of a

laundry detergent needing less packaging was greeted with a headline in a British newspaper "An-

imals Die for Green Soapsuds." 41 Industrial customers are also becoming more demanding. IBM

wants its suppliers to stop using CFCs, and Wal-Mart and several British supermarket chains are

encouraging their suppliers to improve their environmental performance. British Telecom, buy-

ing 250,000 products from 20-30,000 regular suppliers, will require suppliers to give assurances

concerning their performance on a wide range of environmental issues; really dirty firms will not

even be considered.42

Institutional level—Continue producing a product while and wherever it is legal and profitable

to do so, and maintaining adequate safety measures and labels. Again, this is not as trivial as

it may sound. Should pesticides which have been banned in the industrial countries be sold to

Third World countries? Even if the alternatives are significantly more expensive, and therefore

perhaps unaffordable? Or should firms use profits from sales to industrial countries to subsidize

sales of the same product to developing countries? It is clear that these issues raise serious ethical

questions, calling for careful consideration.

Organizational level—Firms can elect to meet higher standards than required, and where

possible produce or use environmentally safer replacements for CFCs, pesticides, etc. This explains

DuPont's decision to cease production of CFCs before the legal deadline. 43 Customers should be

carefully guided in use and disposal of the product, preventing accidents such as caused by farmers

inadvertently abusing pesticides.

Individual level—Imposing one's own higher standards on suppliers is one example. Firms in

countries with tough environmental legislation can turn this to a source of competitive advan-
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tage, as happens in Sweden and Germany; 44 Japanese car makers had an advantage over their

European counterparts when the EC introduced the directive requiring catalytic converters on

all new small cars, as similar standards had already existed for some time in their other main

markets, the USA and Japan." Although meeting or surpassing existing environmental standards

in itself addresses social legitimacy or public responsibility, it takes managerial discretion to see

how such strict standards can be turned to advantage. A similar case is active innovation into sub-

stitutes for environmentally harmful products, such as CFC substitutes or biological alternatives

for pesticides." This should involve close cooperation with customers to adapt the substitutes

to their needs, and offering different products, each as environmentally safe as possible, to each

individual group of users. In fact, agricultural chemical companies might shift their focus from

selling pesticides by the pound to selling integrated pest management.47

Packaging

In Germany, a new and very ambitious packaging law has been passed. As of January 1, 1993,

sales packaging must be taken back by retailers and manufacturers (and packaging manufacturers),

and turned to new use or recycled." Setting up the appropriate two-way distribution network

(DSD, for Duales System Deutschland) will cost $10 bn., and another $1 bn. per year to operate.

Hewlett-Packard has redesigned its office-machine packaging worldwide, in order to meet German

requirements.49 The main difference between the recycling approaches in the USA and in Germany

is that in the US only a few "easy" wastes are recycled, whereas the German laws hold for all

waste. A recent ruling in the EC allowed Denmark to introduce its own compulsory return system

on bottles, thereby throwing up implicit trade barriers to beverage producers in other European

countries; here, environmental considerations outweighed those of free trade. s° While this may in

itself be a good thing, such lack of harmonization of standards in the EC, despite "1992," seriously

reduces potential economies of scale in a supposed free trade area. Creating the impression that

environmental protection and free trade are conflicting objectives, an impression that could be

prevented by appropriate harmonization, will inevitably harm the environmental cause in the long

run.

Institutional level—This entails using packaging that meets the appropriate standards and sells

well. Packaging is an area where environmental aspects meet (and can conflict) with aspects of
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trade, marketing, hygiene, and others. Frozen food manufacturers may end up having to invest

in several highly expensive packaging lines to meet all standards imposed in different countries.

Organizational level—This calls for minimizing unnecessary packaging, for instance by intro-

ducing more concentrated products, and switching to recyclable packaging. Even when not legally

required to do so, firms can, individually or cooperatively, opt to set up a recycling system, to

collect customers' surplus packaging. This may be a source of competitive advantage, as the

customer has less waste to get rid of, saving both effort and money. This is also a good prepa-

ration for the likely event that far-reaching packaging laws like the German one are more widely

introduced.

Individual level—Going a step further, one can introduce environmentally friendly packaging

and use this as a marketing advantage. Of course, the comments made above about customers'

willingness to pay for greener products and the dangers involved apply equally here.

There are of course many other environmental issues confronting managers, and for many issues

more outcomes are possible than we have mentioned here. Nor is it always clearcut which outcome

corresponds to which level of corporate environmental responsibility. To conclude this section,

we briefly sketch, in a highly simplified manner, how this framework can be used. To begin with,

managers need to find out about which environmental issues are relevant for their firm, and which

types of issues they expect to be relevant in the future. Then, they need to decide, for each

generic type of environmental issue, which outcome is deemed most compatible with the long-

term interests of the firm, and which level of corporate environmental responsibility that outcome

corresponds to. When this has been done, the inputs and the outputs of Figure 1 have been

determined, thereby implicitly defining the processes of corporate environmental responsiveness

needed to transform the given inputs into the desired outcomes. A sort of reverse engineering

will then yield an idea of what these processes should look like. This is obviously no more than a

rough outline of an oversimplified approach, but we believe it does at least suggest a way to help

managers structure their thoughts.
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Operationalizing environmental programs

Although the previous section may provide an indication of how managers could think about

internalizing environmental issues, it doesn't address the issue of how the programs and policies

that form part of the outcomes of corporate environmental behavior are to be implemented. Turn-

ing whatever intentions result from the processes of corporate environmental responsiveness into

operational environmental programs remains a major challenge. The literature on management of

environmental issues provides very little guidance on how to forge this link between the normative

and the practical. Without in any way meaning to downplay the problems involved, we do believe

that in some cases implementing environmental programs does not require the radical overhaul

sometimes thought to be necessary. This is because there are a number of analogies between newly

arising environmental programs and existing successful management concepts. By exploring such

analogies, and finding out to what extent they hold in any particular case, it is possible to avoid

having to implement the environmental programs from scratch, by using the synergy available

through the programs already in place. Obviously, the relevance of any analogy and the extent

to which it can be exploited is fully situation-dependent.

In this section we look at a number of environmental programs, and discuss the analogy with

existing concepts in management. We distinguish between process-related, product-related, and

management programs. Process-related and product-related programs are directly physically

concerned with the environment, whereas management programs are necessary to successfully

implement the first two groups. The analogies are summarized in Table 2.

TABLE 2 ABOUT HERE.

Production process

We first look at accidental pollution, then we turn to programs to combat chronic pollution and

waste.

Accidental pollution—Accidental pollution, such as leakages or spills, is caused by the produc-

tion process going out of control, without the appropriate countermeasures being taken. Normally,

warning systems of some sort are present, but a trade-off must be made between efficiency and
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effectiveness: a system that warns too late will not prevent accidental pollution, while a system

warning too often will not be taken seriously. This trade-off is also the key issue in statistical

process control (SPC), where the process is stopped whenever some factor (e.g. process tempera-

ture) reaches a critical level, as exceeding that level means the process is out-of-control and will

not yield an acceptable quality. Some chemical plants have a computerized ecological monitoring

system, with for instance a flashing green light warning that a maximum allowable pollution level

is about to be reached. Failing to stop the process in time can lead to fines and adverse publicity,

but stopping and restarting the process too often can also be costly.

Small pollution incidents are frequent, and probably inevitable. However, if not managed properly,

a small incident can develop into a serious accident, potentially causing huge damage to the

environment, the local community, and thereby to the firm. One of the main factors contributing to

the Bhopal disaster was the presence of a large inventory of the extremely hazardous intermediate

product MIC. Stocks, even of hazardous materials, are in themselves not necessarily dangerous,

but can drastically magnify an otherwise minor incident. After Bhopal, firms like CIBA-GEIGY

have reduced stocks of hazardous materials, and sometimes hold only as much as is strictly

needed at any given moment. 51 This corresponds closely to the widely acclaimed just-in-time (JIT)

philosophy: getting rid of work-in-process inventories, and only producing the amount needed

when it really is needed, in the smallest batches possible. This frequently involves rethinking and

redesigning the process, but can lead to, among others, much lower costs and higher flexibility.

In many cases, "lean is green" can be more than just a catchphrase.

Chronic pollution and waste—Appearance of waste and pollution in a production process

can be taken as a sign that the process is not as efficient as it could be; it is not fully understood

or properly controlled. Because waste costs money to generate, and again to dispose of, it is only

natural to aim for zero waste or zero discharge. 52 There is a clear analogy with the target of zero

defects, one aspect of total quality control (TQC). Despite being unachievable, zero defects has

proved useful as a target, imposing a high degree of discipline on production through its philosophy

of continuous improvement. TQC means, among others, continually removing underlying causes

of defects, thereby enabling increasingly tight control over the process. This leads to higher

flexibility and reliability, with obvious competitive benefits. Worker involvement is essential, and

can be achieved through, among others, quality circles; similarly, it is easy to imagine "green

groups" as a step towards zero waste. The large amount of attention devoted to quality in recent
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years means that many firms have all sorts of (often successful) quality programs in place; by

considering waste and pollution as quality problems, environmental performance can be improved

without having to develop an entirely new infrastructure. Note that TQC and JIT are closely

related concepts. Indeed, if we do not narrowly consider JIT as "elimination of waste of time"

but, more broadly, as "elimination of all waste," it is immediately clear that zero waste also fits

cosily within the JIT philosophy.

It is not always possible to eliminate all pollution, certainly not in the short run; firms have to

find a way of living within the pollution limits imposed on them. These limits can be considered

as an additional capacity constraint, and dealt with accordingly. One of Armco's US steel mills

was told to reduce air pollution to a certain amount. Using the linear programming model it

had installed for its production planning, it found that the anti-pollution measures proposed by

the EPA were only slightly less expensive than simply limiting production. 53 Just tacking on

end-of-pipe pollution abatement measures as required, rather than adapting the product mix and

production plan, can turn out to be an inefficient way of responding to pollution limits.

During their journey from manufacturer to wholesaler to retailer to customer (and, soon, back to

the manufacturer), products are often packaged and repackaged several times, going from bulk

transport to large crates to cardboard boxes to individual consumer size packaging. Disposing of

surplus packaging is becoming more and more expensive, and the new German packaging laws

spell a huge amount of work moving all that packaging back and forth through the distribution

chain. Besides, repackaging costs time, and time compression is one of the reasons strategic

logistics alliances are formed. 54 By cooperating closely with all other partners in the distribution

chain, wastes of time can be eliminated and the chain as a whole can become more flexible and

competitive. If manufacturers already package their products in sizes and formats adapted to

the needs of the final customer, repackaging can be minimized, yielding double benefits. In fact,

closer links with suppliers is also an integral part of the JIT/TQC philosophy.

Products

Here we discuss two environmental aspects of products: what happens with them during their

life, and what happens afterwards.
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Use of product—Many (e.g. chemical) products are potentially dangerous when used unprofes-

sionally; think of a farmer unthinkingly smoking in his storage room in the attic of his thatched

cottage where he keeps his pesticides and gas. Some chemical firms show their sense of responsi-

bility by arranging product stewardship, guiding customers in use and disposal of their products.

This can be considered as part of a firm's after-sales service, similar to setting up and supporting

user support groups for buyers of computers or software, to provide them with some elementary

training and an opportunity to ask questions about product use and handling. It is very easy to

dream up a large list of similar examples: car makers could help train owners to adopt a more

energy-efficient driving style, just as manufacturers of copiers can explain to users that they can

save money and increase the life of the product by switching it off rather than permanently leaving

it on standby.

Disposal of product—Laws are being introduced requiring manufacturers to take their products

back when they are no longer used; this includes cars, computers, etc. Obviously, if product

design does not anticipate this, recycling or disposal can be a costly business. Many parts of an

automobile are in themselves not difficult to recycle, but the fact that they all require a different

approach complicates matters, particularly when they are all heaped together without any labels

indicating what's what. Design for environnzent 55 is a. way to ensure that products are easy to

recycle or dispose of. It means, among others, design for recyclability or design for disposability,

assembling all parts in such a way that they are easy to snap apart, sort, and recycle, and labeling

all parts to make them clearly recognizable; composites, glues, and screws are to be avoided.

BMW and Volkswagen have set up research projects devoted to making cars entirely recyclable.56

A similar, existing concept, design for manufacturability, originated when firms began to realize

that the traditional approach, where R&D simply designed the product and then threw it over the

wall for manufacturing to figure out how to make it, was not very efficient. By letting teams from

production and from R&D cooperate during the design phase, time-to-market could be shortened

considerably and production made easier. Design for environment is a further extension of the

horizons of the responsibility of design departments, requiring them to consider the full chain of

birth, life and after-life of the product, also known as the "cradle-to-grave" approach, or, better

still, "from preconception to reincarnation."57
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Management

As is the case with any programs to be implemented within a firm, they cannot be successful if

they are not properly managed, their performance measured, and the employees motivated.

Measuring—No pollution reduction program can be introduced effectively if the firm does not

know how much pollution it is causing; indeed, only after being forced to disclose major emissions

did Dow start measuring them at all, and found that they were emitting much more than they

previously thought. 58 As a result of the forced measurements, they spent a lot of effort cleaning

up. A good understanding of where pollution is caused within a firm is necessary to be able to

efficiently allocate costs, using an internal polluter pays principle, as among others CIBA-GEIGY

does.59

An advanced waste accounting system helps to give management insight into its processes, to

prevent nasty surprises, and to show how much progress is being made. The latter is essential

for internal and external publicity; if the benefits of 3M's PPP or Dow's WRAP had not been

measured, these programs would have not been anywhere near as widely publicized and therefore

probably less successful. Standard management accounting is often accused of hampering invest-

ment in new, uncertain, technology; it also makes ecological investments more difficult to justify.6°

A proper waste accounting system helps to show the real costs associated with a process, and

therefore enables a more appropriate evaluation of waste reduction investment proposals. For an

additional advantage of comprehensive hazardous waste accounting and tracking, consider that

unidentified waste can cost 20 times more to dispose of than identified waste.61

Monitoring—Publicly announcing full results of internal environmental measurements can be a

useful management tool, as this disciplines the firm into actually collecting all data needed, and

then ensuring that their environmental performance does not force them to announce embarrassing

data.62 Repeated reports of near accidents will increase public concern enough to (legally) enforce

appropriate measures. Failing to report a release of hazardous substances can lead to criminal

proceedings against the managers involved. 63 Some firms, like Norsk Hydro or the South African

energy company ESKOM, publish environmental reports on their operations. Because a firm's

viability can depend as much on its environmental as on its financial performance, stakeholders

should not only be given access to financial reports, but also to adequate environmental reports.
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And, just as the financial data are audited by independent parties, firms should also regularly

arrange environmental audits on all their operations, to ensure that the environmental technology

and the environmental management programs are performing properly." A point of debate is

whether the full results of these environmental audits should be made public, as loss of cooperation

from managers may well be the result, making the auditing process more difficult. However, full

disclosure would give authorities more insight into and control over firms' operations.

Motivation—No environmental program has a chance if employees are not adequately trained

and motivated, just as is the case for introducing TQC concepts. As an example, managers could

win or lose their bonus depending on their environmental performance. A manager asking for

an environmental audit of his plant should perhaps not be punished, even if the results turn out

to be poor, as otherwise few managers will voluntarily ask for an audit. Many managers do not

stay on the post long enough for the results of environmental action or negligence to show up

before they move to the next job, but despite that they should be motivated not to skirt the issue.

Workers could be rewarded for depositing suggestions on how to eliminate some waste; 3M and

Dow Chemical stimulate this with contests and cash rewards.65

With these analogies we have done no more than scratch the surface. In any given case, some of

the above examples will be irrelevant, and many others waiting to be recognized and exploited.

Conclusions

We hope to have shown that environmental issues are becoming critical factors throughout a

firm's operations, and that adequate responses are needed. A firm can respond in various ways to

any individual issue, but it would seem that a coordinated, company-wide approach is called for,

as slipping over one environmental problem can be enough to seriously hurt a whole company.

The emotional nature of many environmental issues makes them singularly difficult to anticipate

and to manage effectively, but fortunately not all environmental programs necessitate a radical

departure from existing practice, as they can be similar in nature to programs already existing

in many firms. The analogy between such existing programs and new environmental programs

is not perfect, of course, as, for instance, environmental issues often throw up ethical questions,

which need not always be the case with existing programs.
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Many interesting research opportunities remain in this field. The current paper contains no more

than a superficial review of a number of environmental issues and possible corporate responses,

depending on the level of corporate environmental responsibility deemed appropriate. Conceptual

work is needed to study the link between the issues, the principles of responsibility, and the

outcomes; in other words, the processes of corporate environmental responsiveness. Our vague

reference to "a sort of reverse engineering" to establish the processes called for in any given

case needs a lot more thought. The validity and depth of the analogies discussed need to be

empirically investigated. A challenge to academics in all management disciplines is to study the

environmental ramifications of their theories and concepts in much more detail than we have done

here. Empirical work is also needed to study the correlation between the level of environmental

responsibility (or "greenness" of a firm), and financial success. By starting the Management of

Environmental Resources Programme in 1990, INSEAD has decided to give priority to research

into the impact of environmental issues on business. It is our sincere hope that this paper has at

least provided some suggestions and motivation towards work of this kind.
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Figure 1. Corporate environmental performance: a framework
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Source: Adapted from Wood, D.J., "Corporate Social Performance Revisited. - Academy of Management

Review (Vol. 16, No. 4, 1991), pp. 691-718.
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Table 1. Environmental issues and examples of corporate behavior

•	 issue •	 social	 legitimacy	 • public	 responsibility	 • managerial	 discretion
(institutional)	 (organizational) 	 (individual)

i	 industrial accidents • comply with local regulations 	 • open disclosure policy 	 • turn good safety record to commercial
• same standards worldwide use

• install effective crisis management sys-	 •

tern
be extra cooperative in case of acci-

dents

■ 	 routine pollution • comply	 • provide	 right	 incentives	 within	 and • set up "green groups" to involve ern.
• cut pollution where profitable outside firm to reduce pollution ployees

waste disposal • make sure waste is properly disposed • actively minimize waste	 • take back customers' waste
of • offer waste disposal services

Superfund • pay up when called for	 • prevent	 sale	 of	 potentially	 polluted • take lead in cleanup of dump sites
• audit own sites to prevent surprises sites

product • produce as long as legal and profitable • where	 possible	 use	 environmentally • impose own higher standards on sup-
• provide adequate safety instructions safer substitutes pliers

• actively prevent abuse of product 	 • use tough standards as source of com-

petitive advantage

packaging • use safe and commercially viable pack- • minimize unnecessary packaging	 • use environmentally safe packaging as
aging	 • take packaging back from customers marketing argument
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Table 2. Environmental programs and existing concepts: analogies

environmental programs	 f existing concepts

PROCESS

keeping pollution under control

reduction of hazardous inventories

zero waste

pollution limits

cooperating with customers and suppliers

to reduce packaging

statistical process control (SPC)

just-in-time (JIT)

zero defects, total quality control (TQC)

production planning with capacity

constraints

strategic logistics alliances for time-based

competition

PRODUCT

product stewardship

design for environment,	 design for

disposability

after-sales service, user support groups

design for manufacturability

MANAGEMENT

waste accounting

disclosure of environmental data

environmental auditing

managerial accounting

disclosure of financial data

financial auditing
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